
CONCEPT OVERHEIGHT CC BTW TOILET SUITE SOFT CLOSE SEAT

Guarantee 7 Year Guarantee

4 Star WELS rating
(Toilets)

Allows for a 4.5 litre large flush and a 3 litre half flush

Residential/Light
Commercial

Suitable for Residential/Light Commercial Use (Kitchens,
Bathrooms and Laundries in Motels, Hotels and
Retirement Villages)

Commercial Use Suitable for commercial use.

Skirted Design Premium design allows for quick and easy exterior
cleaning.

Hand Finished Hand Finished Vitreous China.

Quick Release Seat can easily be removed and just as easily reattached
in an instant.

13045.10
$1215.00
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Set Out: S Pan 140 - 160mm

Set Out: P Pan 190mm

Soft Close Seat The Soft Close automatic closure system finally puts an
end to noisy closing WC seats. Just a fingertip touch and
the lid closes all by itself, gently and silently.

Overheight Toilet With a pan and seat up to 40mm higher than standard
toilets, the overheight toilet allows for easy transfer on
and off the seat. This not only makes life easier as we
increase in age, but is ideal for the elderly and those with
restricted movement.

BTW CC Toilet Suite The back to wall (BTW) close coupled (CC) toilet suite
adds a streamlined, modern look to any bathroom.
Positioned flush with the wall, there is no gap behind and
all waste and inlet pipes are concealed, with the cistern
then positioned above the bowl.

The modern bathroom design is manifested as hard edged minimalism, but there is a noticeable significant shift

toward something softer. Crisp outer edges combine with soft interiors to produce sleek solutions. Hard and soft

combined, references the minimal hard edge with a soft flowing contemporary reference. Organic & sculptural.
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